
Good morning. Please practice tracing over 
your name using your name card and your 
special whiteboard pen.

Click on the blue link to listen to a counting song.

In the Big Blue Sea

9.30 am

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_jxzZMw89qY


Now it’s time for doing your Maths.

Count how many and tell your adult.





Click on the blue link to listen to the 

Alphabet Song

10.15 am

Parents, please encourage your child to say 
the chant while you point at the letters 
below. They will need to say the letter 
sounds, not the letter names.

Now it’s time for our Phonics lesson.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BELlZKpi1Zs




s
Letter s song Formation of Letter s

Ask your child what sound the letter makes 

and also what it is called. Please make sure 

they know this before you go onto the next 

slide. Click on the links to listen to a song, 

to have a go at forming the letter correctly on 

their whiteboard or in their exercise book and 

to watch an Alphablocks video.

Make sure you do one click at a time on the next slide to make sure 

your child has the chance to tell you what letter the picture starts 

with before they are shown if they right or wrong.

Alphablock s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XPcb0ffwQhw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9O-v0znuVuc
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p08730wd/alphablocks-magic-words-19-meet-alphablock-s


Please ask your child what each picture is and then 

ask them if that word starts with ‘s’ or not.s
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Next click on the blue link to do some dancing.

Dance moves

When you have finished, go to

Reading Planet Online 

and practice reading one of the books 
that I have allocated for you.

Now relax for a while – play with one of your toys!

10.45 am

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=29TR33moqUA
https://my.risingstars-uk.com/Default.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2f


It’s time for a quiet few minutes. Look at the two pictures and see if 
you find 10 differences between them.

Well done! You have worked very hard this morning and now it’s 
time for you to have some lunch and watch some TV or play a 

game on your tablet.



I hope you had a lovely lunch!

Now it’s time for looking at what we are doing for our 
topic this term.

1.30 pm



Today we will be looking at:



The moon travels around the earth and it is called a ‘satellite’.

The way it looks changes at different times of the month. 

Sometimes it 
looks small 

like 
a crescent.

Sometimes it 
looks big and 
round like a 

ball.

Sometimes it 
looks bigger 
like a semi 

circle.



This is an astronaut. He or she has to wear a special suit to 
keep him or her safe in space or on the moon.



Astronauts walking on the moon

Rocket launch

To get to the moon, astronauts have to use a rocket. 

Click on the blue link to watch a video of a rocket being launched.

When astronauts are on the moon, they can see lots of dust on 
the ground. 

Click on the blue link to watch a video of astronauts walking 
and moving on the moon.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5csnuOUqxSk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sc6msv9u6AE


After working so hard today, sit back and 
listen to a story.

Aliens Love Underpants

Well done! Now relax and do some yoga!

On the Moon

Here is a song you can learn about the 
moon. You can try to sing along.

The Moon Song

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=_T_1ReSpWbE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9W8iV4AJYQ&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xuZ3M7UghIM

